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Let /?={/?„},7=o be a sequence of positive numbers with /?0 = 1 and " + 1 ->1 
fin 
as n — The set H2(ft) of formal complex power series f(z)= 2 anz" such that 
/1 = 0 
11/111= ¿ l a j 2 « « » n = 0 
is a Hilbert space of functions analytic in the unit disc with the inner product 
(f>g), = 2a„Bji 
n = 0 
for / a s above and g(z)= j? bnz". For details see [9]. n = 0 
If (p is an analytic function mapping the unit disc D into itself, we define the 
composition operator Cv on the space H2{fi) by Cvf=fo<p. The operators C^ 
are not necessarily defined on all of H2(P). They are everywhere defined in some spe-
cial cases: on the classical Hardy space H 2 (the case when /?„= 1 for all n) — see for 
example [7], and on a general space H2(fi) if the function <p is analytic on some open 
set containing the closed unit disc having supremum norm strictly smaller than one 
(see[ll]). There are a lot of other known properties of composition operators, on 
the classical Hardy space H 2 (see for example [1], [6] and [7]), and on more general 
space H2(p) (see [4], [5], [8], [10] and [11]). 
In this article we are interested in the hyponormality of composition operators 
and their adjoints. The inspiration for this work was C O W E N ' S and K R I E T E ' S article [ 2 ] 
in which, among the other results, they get a nice correlation between' hyponormality 
of composition operators on H2 and the Denjoy—Wolff point of the inducing map. 
Their proofs use some properties of the spectrum and spectral radius of a com-
position operator on H 2 which are still not known in the case of general spaces 
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H2(P). Nevertheless, taking a different approach, we can get some results on spaces 
HHP). 
We say that the operator A on a Hilbert space J f ishyponormal if A*A — 
-AA*3;0, or equivalents if \\A*f\\^\\Af\\ for a l l / i n ^ f . 
For a sequence j3 as above and a point a> in D, let 
n = 0 Pn 
Then the function is a point evaluation for H2(P)\ i.e., f o r / i n H°(fP), 
(f,ki)p=f(co). 
Note that k*= 1 (the function identically equal to 1), and that 
T h e o r e m 1. If Cv is hyponormal on the space H2(P), then <p(0)=0. 
P r o o f . Let C9 be hyponormal on H2(P), and be point evaluation at 0. 
Then WClfW^WCJWp for a l l / i n tf 2(jS), and if f=k> we have 
\\C%H% = | |^ ( 0 ) | |J = ¿ - ¿ - H O ) ! 2 " S \\cxn = ll^lll = 1, 
n — 0 Pn 
which implies, since /?0= 1, that <p(0)=0. 
Theorem 1.5 in [2] states that if C* is hyponormal on H2, then <p is univalent 
in D; the proof also applies to a general space H2(fj). Also, by Theorem 1.4 in [2], 
if C* is hyponormal and not normal on H2, then the Denjoy—Wolff a. of q> (for 
definition and properties see [1]) is such that |a| — 1 and <p'(a)<l. This result is 
not true in all spaces H2(/?), as we can see from the following. Note that the spaces 
we are going to work with are "the small spaces H2(P)" which consist of functions 
continuous on the closed unit disc. These spaces provide examples of some other in-
teresting composition operators (for example, compact ones with no fixed point in 
the unit disc (see [8] and [10])). 
First we need the following lemma. 
L e m m a 1. (Lemma 4.3 from [3].) If A is hyponormal on , then for all f^O 
in and for all «>0 , 
IM/II" \\A"f\\ s 
Il/Il" 
L e m m a 2. Let the sequence p be such that 2 <co and let C* be hypo-
normal on H2(p). Then q>{0)=0. " = 0 
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P r o o f . By Lemma 1, for any MS0 we have 
llfr^Vf-'ll2 =- №№№ HV*— «»J» "olli = ||£/j||2(n-l) • 
But 
ll^^ll! = \HwWl = ¿il<p(0)l№ = c\ 
k=0 Pk 
and 
\\(c;rH\\$ = \\ki<n)m\\ = z 4r\(pM(())\2k = ¿ i = cs 
lt=0 Pk k=0 Pit 
where (pM(0) is the ra-th iteration of <p at 0. 
We have that ||A:X = 1, and so 
a s wicirkui s wctHwt = ct. 
If C j > 1, then which is a contradiction with the previous inequality, and 
so C 1 = 1; i.e., <p(0)=0. 
L e m m a 3. If C*^ is hyponormal on H2(P) and cp(0)=0, then <p(z)=az where 
!|fl |Sl. 
P r o o f . We use the idea of the proof of Theorem 2.4 in [7]. Let <p(z)=a1z+ 
zk 
+a2z2+a3z3+... and fk=—. Then {fk}~=0 is an orthonormal basis for H2(f}) 
Pk 
and <p(z)= ZanPnfn- Now 
n=i 
¥%№,= Z \(c;/iJk)\2 = Z \{fi>c„fk)\2 = z-i-ui,<pk)l2 = i l f l i / ? i l 2 -
fc = 0 fc = 0 1 = 0 Pk Pi 
Also 
P i Pi n = l 
The operator C% is hyponormal; i.e., for a n y / i n H2(p), | |C„/ | |2 If f = f , 
we get that 
Pi 11=1 Pi 
which implies that 0 = a 2 = a 3 = . . . . 
T h e o r e m 2. Let the sequence (i be such that °°> C* be hyponormal 
Pn 
•on H2(P). Then (p(z)=az, where | a | s l . 
P r o o f . The proof follows immediately from Lemma 2 and Lemma 3. 
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S C H W A R T Z proved in [ 7 ] t ha t a composi t ion ope ra to r Cv is n o r m a l on H2 if 
a n d only if q>(z)=az where \a\ ^ 1. Using the above results we can easily p rove t h a t 
the same s ta tement holds for all spaces H2(P). 
T h e o r e m 3. The operator is normal on H2(p) if and only if <p(z)=az 
with |a|Sl. 
P r o o f . I t is trivial t ha t if cp(z)=az, \a\^\, then Cv is no rma l on H2(P). 
Conversely, if Cv is no rma l , then Cv is h y p o n o r m a l and , by Theorem 1, <p(0)=0. 
But we also have C* hyponorma l , and by L e m m a 3, q>(z)=az wi th 1. 
A s a consequence of T h e o r e m 2 a n d T h e o r e m 3, we get a n interest ing e x a m p l e 
of family of spaces H2(P), where the only cohypono rma l compos i t ion o p e r a t o r s 
a re the ones which a re no rma l . 
C o r o l l a r y . If 2 1 and C* is hypondrmal on / / 2 ( / i ) , then C* is normal 
on H2(P). . 
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